




 
 

 

May 14, 2020, 

 

 

Planning Board Members 

City of Concord Planning Board 

Planning Department 

Concord City Hall 

41 Green Street  

Concord, NH 03301 

 

 

RE: Vintage Estates Subdivision – Kyle Road/Alice Drive Roundabout Improvements 

 Sonoma Lane, Concord NH 

 

 

Members of the Board, 

 

Bedford Design has been asked by the R.J. Moreau Communities, LLC. to review the 2011 

proposed changes to the existing roundabout at the intersections of Kyle Road and Alice Drive. Below is 

a brief history of the issue and reasons for our proposed changes.  

 

The 2011 subdivision approval for Vintage Estates required improvements to this roundabout. 

They included removing the existing granite curbing and expanding the size of the island to edge of the 

brick pattern. The DPW department asked for this change because they believed cars were driving too 

fast through the intersection and acknowledged that the intersection was built to an older city standard.  

During subdivision approval we received a waiver from the Traffic analysis. The planning board cited our 

low traffic numbers, the wide array of egress routes through the surrounding development, and our 

proposed offsite improvements as a reason to waive the review. The DPW requested that the developer 

be the one to build the improvements, as there were no DPW projects nearby. The DPW estimated 

$28,000 to improve the roundabout (about $1,200 per lot). Bedford Design surveyed and designed an 

intersection plan (attached) which was added to the Vintage Estates subdivision plan set.  

 

It is now 2020 and the project is under construction. The developer has met with the town 

regarding the need for the improvements. He is proposing leaving the roundabout as is but updating the 

landscaping in the center to reflect the existing drainage pattern (the proposed landscape design had 

more storm water in the center of the island). Attached are several pictures. There are two overviews of 

the roundabout, one with the whole development showing three other roundabouts and one with a 

closeup of the Alice Drive/Kyle Road roundabout. The closeup picture shows that cars still need to go 

around the circle and cannot drive straight through the intersection. The center island also has vertical 

granite cubing so the island cannot be driven over. Attached are some pictures of the island. The existing 

roundabout has slopes at 1.3%. The areas in our design labeled “areas to be planed and shimmed” are 

between 0.6% and 1%. This is a very tight design and ponding in the road is likely.  We believe adding 

the landscaping  to the center island (currently there is only grass) will help to slow traffic which is 

travelling straight along Alice Dr. 



 

 

We look forward to discussing this with you at the May 20th Planning Board Meeting. If you have 

any questions, please call us at 622-5533.  

 

Sincerely,  

Bedford Design Consultants, Inc. 

 

 
Katherine A. Weiss, PLA 

Project Manager 

 

Overview of Project Area 

Roundabout Location 

Vintage Estates Subdivision 



 

 

 

Closeup of the Intersection of Kyle Road and Alice Drive 



 

 

Roundabout Pictures Taken at Ground Level 






